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Buckingham, gives you the
key to open the door to a
shining future.”
There were four Honorary
Graduates – Professor Mary
Families from all four corners of Beard, Mrs Charlotte Walsh,
the globe flocked to
Dr Ruprecht von Heusinger
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and Dr Hermann Hauser.
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Ancient World, including the
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2008 Wolfson Prize-winner,
global world, as never before, a Pompeii: The Life of a Roman
good degree, from a world
Town.
class University like
History was made when
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First Class, BSc Economics
student Rachel Evans
became the first student
ever to give a Valedictory
speech at a Buckingham
Graduation ceremony.
Following an eventful day,
students and staff continued
the celebrations into the
early hours at the graduation
ball held in the marquee in
the campus grounds. The
entertainment included a
casino, magicians, a New
York taxi cab photo booth,
Zulu Tradition (African
drummers and dancers). The
night was topped off with a
special guest apperance
from Lucy Spraggan.

Message from
the Dean
The last few years have been
fantastic for the Business School. We
have experienced huge growth in
student numbers, creating a very
vibrant and dynamic environment in
the School and in 2013 we regained
second position in the Business
School tables in the National Student
Survey. We are delighted our
students continue to recognise their
very special place at the heart of
everything we do in the School and
acknowledge this through our
continuing success in the NSS.
The Business School is forging
superb links across many sectors but
particularly in the entrepreneurial
sector, with involvement in NACUE
(The National Association of College
and University Entrepreneurs),
Enterprise Educators and enterprise
conferences. Our Programme
Director for Business Enterprise,
Nigel Adams was recently invited to
present at Babson College in the
USA, which is said to be one of the
world’s centres for entrepreneurship
education.
We continue to add to our
portfolio of programmes, with the
introduction this year of the MSc in
Financial Service Management. We
are also in the process of finalising a
new MBA programme which will
ensure that we continue to meet the
needs of business students and
businesses in what are fast-changing
times. In early 2015, we wil be
launching our new postgraduate
executive programme, MSc in
Continuous Improvement in Public
Service.
The MSc in Lean Enterprise,
introduced in 2013, continues to go
from strength to strength and
students in this year’s second

cohort represent
businesses such as the
Royal Mint, Boston
Scientific and Copenhagen
University Hospital.
The first Buckingham
Lean Conference took place
in Milton Keynes in July
2013 and was attended by
200 industry leaders.
Overseas speakers included
three from the USA (Dr
Gwendolyn Galsworth, Dr
David Mann and Patrick
Graupp – all leading
authorities in Lean
enterprise), and a Shingo
prize winner from Sweden,
Christian Houborg. In
November we hosted the
first ever UK workshop on
“Factory Physics”, with one
of the originators of the
concept, Dr Mark
Spearman. Factory Physics
is a new and breakthrough
approach to factory
management.
The Chartered Institute
of Marketing Study Centre
was launched at
Buckingham in 2009 and is
thriving and the School is

now working to extend the
range of professional
qualifications and executive
development courses. In
July 2013 we launched our
Centre for Professional and
Executive Development
(CfPED). Our intention is to
work to bring the strengths
of the Business School closer
to the needs of the local
business community by
providing a range of business
and management related
training and development
opportunities. The
programmes on offer during
2014 will include Digital
Marketing, Unleashing
Creativity, Innovation, Sales,
a range of Lean courses,
Consulting and Coaching
(with the latter two being
accredited by the Chartered
Management Institute). It is
also our ambition to build on
these new ventures to
provide even more
opportunities for our
students to gain experience
of employment.
Finally, it is good to report
that the School’s research

has been invigorated in
recent years and is
flourishing. Staff in the
School are involved in some
exciting projects, with
Marijana Baric on the
management board for a
Marie Curie Actions funded
project for developing

capacities and capabilities for
tackling undeclared work in
Bulgaria, Croatia and FYR
Macedonia and Dr Robin
Burrow studying the work of
Michelin Star Chefs.
No doubt 2014 will be
another hugely successful year
for the Business School and I

would like to wish all of our
current students sucessful
Spring and Summer terms and I
look forward to welcoming
new and prospective students
to the Business School in the
near future.
Dr Jane Tapsell
Dean of Business

Packing them off to uni?
Students Moritz Kronberger,
Michael Asare-Badu and
Jennifer Yang saw a gap in the
market for an off-the-shelf
pack of quality items needed
by students starting university
for the first time and have, as
part of their Business
Enterprise Degree, started a
business selling them.
PacksforUni sells three
collections of items including
a Kitchen Pack, a Bedding
Pack and a Personal Pack, all
of which have been designed
by existing students. Michael
said “When I arrived at
Buckingham I realised that
most of the international
students arrived without any
basic homeware. There was a
gap in the market which we
decided to fill.”
Moritz commented, “As
students ourselves, we knew
we could make the transition
into university life as stressfree as possible by providing
durable and affordable quality
packs that will help students
settle into their new
environment.”
The individual contents of
the packs have been sourced
from Ikea in Milton Keynes.
They are bundled together in
Buckingham and delivered
directly to the students’ acc-

ommodation.
PacksforUni is a really
diverse team, Michael from
Ghana, Jennifer from China
and Moritz from Austria. Their
different skills and approaches
to tasks make them a very
stable, driven, determined
and efficient team.
Programnme Director for
Business Enterprise at
Buckingham, Nigel Adams,
said “PacksforUni is one of the
best new businesses created
by my BSc Business Enterprise
students. It’s great to see a
culturally mixed group of
students from Ghana, China
and Austria working so well
together. Moritz, Michael and
Jennifer are a great example
of how my students can use
the theory they are learning

to immediately create a real
business.” PacksforUni sold
more that £2,000 worth of
products in the first week they
launched and they continue to
be successful.
All BSc Business Enterprise
students who have graduated
since the first cohort in
February 2008 have
established their own
businesses, been appointed to
interesting jobs or have gone
on to postgraduate study.
Want to know more? Why
not visit our website at:
http://www.buckingham.ac.
uk/business/bsc/
businessenterprise/graduates
and find out what our
students say about our BBE
programme.

2013 News Round-up
The University mourned the death of Lady
Thatcher

The Buckingham Bullets brought cheer to
the University

The University of Buckingham was grieved to
learn of the death of Baroness Thatcher in
April last year. Margaret Thatcher, as the
former Secretary of State for Education,
formally opened the University College at
Buckingham in 1976. She gave Sir Rhodes
Boyson, who was then the Under-Secretary of
State for Education and Science, the support
he needed in 1983 when we negotiated our
Royal Charter with the Privy Council.
Margaret Thatcher was our second
Chancellor, between 1992-1998.
Before her death, she said, “Buckingham is
the only private university in the United
Kingdom and it was opened in the 70s when I
was the Cabinet Minister in charge of
Education and Science: to see it flourish and
prosper has been a great joy to me.”

The Buckingham Bullets cheerleading team
competed in their first ever national
competition – and walked off with the
trophy. The 13 girls won the Senior Level 1
over 16 category of the British Cheerleading
North East Classics competition. They beat
off competition from 12 other teams in their
section in spite of having their first rehearsal
just five months previously.

V S Mahesh 20.12.47 - 09.02.13
It was with great sadness that we learned of
the death of Mr VS Mahesh, after a short illness, in February last year.
Mahesh joined the University of Buckingham in 1993. His MSc in Service Management
was for many years the only course of its kind
in the world, which demonstrates the extraordinary vision of a man who was way ahead of
his time. He remained as Programme Director
of the course until his retirement in October
2009.

Prebend House was formally opened

Lord Tanlaw formally opened the newly restored
Prebend House as a graduate centre for liberal
arts students and a research centre for
academics in that field.
The building is being used by academics and
graduate students in Global Affairs and
Diplomacy as well as in Security and Intelligence
Studies, contains four tutorial/seminar rooms,
spacious work spaces for postgraduates, a
meeting room and reception room, as well as
the Beloff Centre for the Study of Liberty, which
is also a library.

Buckingham Topped Student Satisfaction
Poll

The University of Buckingham came top out of
UK universities in student satisfaction. The result
is based on the University’s performance on one
particular question (22) which asks for a
response to the statement: “overall I am
satisfied with the quality of the course.”
Buckingham came joint top with Oxford,
Cambridge and Bath University.
Vice-Chancellor Professor Terence Kealey
said: “It is a remarkable achievement to top
the poll on student satisfaction based on our
courses. Here our professors prioritise the
teaching of undergraduates. Having such
delightful students makes teaching the
courses a joy.”

Pete Winkelman paid us a visit

Entrepreneurs have the chance to change
people’s lives, according to Pete Winkelman, the
businessman who built up stadium:mk, the
home of MK Dons football team. Speaking to a
group of our current Business Enterprise
students, he said that being an entrepreneur
was a great opportunity but also a big
responsibility. “If you believe in yourself and in
what you are doing, don’t make compromises,”
he said, “because you might regret those
compromises later in life.“ He advised the
students to work for passion rather than money
and to strive for excellence.

The Business School Welcomes
Marijana Baric
Marijana joined us last year as a Lecturer is Human Resource Management. She is interested in social exchange theory and how it can be
reconceptualised and used to study a variety of work-based and social
situations.
Dr Melissa Cole
Melissa is the Research Officer for the Business School and a Senior
Lecturer in Information Systems. She has breadth and depth in her
academic experience having worked at both research and teaching
institutes.
Sarah Evans-Howe
Sarah completed her MSc Service Management with Distinction at the
University of Buckingham and has now joined the Business School as
an Admissions Tutor and Visiting Lecturer in subjects relating to Service
Management.
Dr Anwar Halari
Anwar is a Lecturer in Accounting & Finance. He was awarded a First
Class Honours degree in Accounting from the University of Dundee
before gaining his Master’s degree in Accounting & Finance with distinction from the same university. He was awarded a PhD in Finance in2013.
Mr Andrew Lapham
Andrew is a Business School lecturer and digital innovation practitioner.
He teaches undergraduates in a range of subjects including Introduction to Business, Management and Business Psychology and believes in
interactive lectures to maximise student engagement.
Danielle Robertson
Danielle joined the Business School as Course Co-ordinator in May 2013.
She previously graduated from the University of Buckingham where
she obtained a 2:1 in Law (LLB 2010) but has since found that she truly
enjoys working in the academic environment.
Dr Juliette Smeed
Juliette is Study Co-ordinator in the Business School. She joined us in
late 2013 and has previously held similar academic skills and student
support roles in the UK and New Zealand. Juliette is interested in learning innovations.

The Business
School on Tour

Lady Keswick
Installed as
Chancellor

ham has been legend to those
of us, passionately interested,
not only in the whole complex
subject of educational theory,
but as a living example of
enterprise, of the pursuit of
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a Ceremony held in March.
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A Tisch Professor of History at
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Jessica Rawson, Professor of
this celebrated University. I
Chinese Art and Archaeology
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at the University of Oxford;
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sky day, for this wonderful
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Memebers of staff from the
University of Buckingham Business School will be travelling
to a number of international
destinations over the next
few months to meet Alumni,
prospective students and to
attend many of the major
international Higher Education
fairs.
If you live or work in any of
the following countries and
happen to be in the cities
listed below when we are
visiting, then we would love to
hear from you.
17-24 May: India
Visiting: Kolkata, Mumbai,
Chennai & Bangalore
20-29 May: Nigeria and Ghana
Visiitng: Lagos, Accra & Port
Harcourt
16-20 June: Kazahkstan
Visiting: Ulmati and Almera
19-24 June: Pakistan
Visiting: Islamabad, Lahore,
Karachi
July/August: Colombia/
Ecuador
Visiting: Bogota, Medellin &
Quito/Guayaquil
You can get in touch with
us via email: business-admissions@buckingham.ac.uk.
You can also keep up to date
with where we will
be visiting here: http://www.
buckingham.ac.uk/interna
tional/overseas-trips/
We hope to see you soon!

What the Dickens is in the attic?
A forage in the loft usually
yields Christmas decorations,
so Aidan Bell couldn’t believe
his eyes when he found a first
edition of a newspaper edited
by Charles Dickens dating back
to 1846.
The Daily News was lying
on its own amongst the dusty
boxes and had been there for
up to half a century. “It was a
jaw-dropping moment,”
recalls Mr Bell, who had
decided to have a tidy up and
see what was in the loft.
“When I saw the date I was
amazed. I immediately realised
it was something special,” he
added. Mr Bell, of Hatfield,
Herts, contacted the University
of Buckingham as English

Professor John Drew led a
project to publish online the
complete edition of Dickens’
weekly magazines Household
Words and All the Year Round,
which were first produced in
the 1850s and 1860s.
Professor Drew was
delighted to hear of the find.
He said: “Having spent a year or
so studying grainy files of this
paper on microfilm at the
British Library, I was tremendously excited to think I might
actually get to see an original
copy. I was far from disappointed: crumbling, browned,
stained by thumbprints and
coffee, this old paper reeked of
a hundred and sixty years of
British political history, all

kicked off in fine style by
Charles Dickens’ opening
editorial.”
Mr Bell, 49, an actor who
has actually appeared in one
of Charles Dickens’ plays, the
stage adaptation Scrooge,
wanted Dickens experts to
look at the newspaper. He
said: “We haven’t decided
what to do with it yet.”
The Bells may see if the
newspaper could be made
available to an institution so
that it can be looked at by
members of the public but, in
its current state, the paper
isn’t in good enough
condition to open out and
read. The alternative would
be to auction it off.

University of Buckingham students and staff to
benefit from partnership agreement with
Santander
Scholarships, travel bursaries
and internships are among the
benefits that the University of
Buckingham will receive as part
of a partnership agreement
with Santander, through its
Santander Universities Global
Division.
The three year agreement,
which amounts to £25,000 per
year for a three year period,
with an additional £7,500 to
support internships in the first
year, will focus on international
exchange, entrepreneurial
activities and international
travel grants for students and
researchers to go to universities
in any of the 20 countries where
Santander has higher education

partners.
The partnership will also
enable the University of
Buckingham to develop and
strengthen collaborative links
internationally as well as
create new opportunities for
Santander staff and students.
The funding will enable
postgraduate students to
study abroad thanks to
scholarships of as much as
£5,000 as well as offering
travel bursaries for students
or research staff to study or
carry out research at
universities which are
partners of Santander
Universities. The support will
also offer five internships to

students or recent graduates
of the University of
Buckingham to work in a small
or medium-sized business.
The agreement was signed
by University of Buckingham
Vice-Chancellor Professor
Terence Kealey, and Luis
Juste, Director of Santander
Universities UK.
Professor Kealey said: “The
University of Buckingham is
delighted to join Santander
Group’s network of
universities, as we welcome
the Group’s sponsorship of
study and career
opportunities for students
and staff.”

Come and Meet Us at One of Our Business
School Open Afternoons
30th May 2014

MSc Accounting & Finance
MSc Finance & Investment
MSc Financial Service Management

20th June 2014

MSc Management in a Service Management
MSc in a Global Service Economy

15th August 2014

BSc Business Enterprise (BBE)

19th September 2014
MBA

17th October 2014

General Postgraduate Business School
Open Afternoon

14th November 2014

General Undergraduate Business School Open
Afternoon

Februrary 2015

UCAS (Business Programmes only)
Undergraduate Open Afternoon

General Visits

Don’t worry if you can’t make these dates. We
offer tours of our campus most weekdays and
where possible, we’ll try our best to book you
an appointment with one of our academics or
Admissions Tutors within your chosen field of
study to help answer all of your questions
about student life and study at Buckingham.
For Business School enquiries contact us on:
01280 820 236

Apply Now for Buckingham Business
School Scholarships & Bursaries
The University of Buckingham Business School
has several scholarships and bursaries
available, these range from £1,000 to full-fee
scholarships.
Scholarships are in recognition of academic
achievement, so if you have a strong
academic background and/or are predicted to
do well in your examinations then we want to
hear from you.
Bursaries are means-tested and are
awarded to those who need a contribution
towards their fees in order to study at
Buckingham. Applying for a scholarship is

easy. Once you have an offer from us, you
need to complete and submit a short form on
our website which can be found here: http://
www.buckingham.ac.uk/business.
As soon as we receive your completed form
you will receive an acknowedgment email
and your request for a scholarship will be
passed to our Business School panel for a
decision. If you have any questions please
contact Business Admissions on:
Tel: 01280 820236
Email: business-admissions@buckingham.
ac.uk

Contact Us

Visit Us

T: 01280 820236
E: business-admissions@buckingham.ac.uk

Book a tour or come to an open day:
www.buckingham.ac.uk/opendays

Connect:

facebook.com/UniBuckingham

@UniOfBuckingham

